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The object of this study is a lgth century edifice originally built to house educational 

activities. Founded in 1887 and completed by 1890, the Old Chimio, on Solonos Street 

104, was designed by Ernst Ziller, one of the most productive and well known architects 

of his time with a major contribution to the formation of the neoclassical face of Athens. 

Despite the fact, the building doe$ not stand out for its architectural values. Its current 

aspect has been the result of subsequent modifications: the building suffered major 

damages during a conflagration that burst out some twenty years after it was com- 

pleted. I t  was then renovated; new materials and techniques were applied and a new 

storey was added on the top of the two existing ones. Another twenty years later or so, 

the addition of one more storey totally altered its proportions. 

Yet the historical values of the building are undeniable: erected on the respective Euro- 

pean Prototypes, this was among the first edifices of the National Kapodistrian Univer- 

sity and certainly the first where the Natural Sciences have been systematically taught 

and progressed. Moreover than that the Chimio has been associated with significant 

historical moments and facts of the country (war times, expedition to minor Asia, 

dictatorship years (1967-1973)). 

The Old Chimio sewed as the house of the Departments of Chemistry and Physics of the 

University until almost a decade ago. From that time onwards the building, together 

with its exceptional equipment that still survives in situ, has practically been neglected, 

subject to a continuous deterioration. The Chimio is still a Landmark of Solonos Street, 

but unfortunately a very sad one. 

I n  recent years the debate regarding the revalorization of the building turns on and off. 

Luckily there is an increased interest regarding the reintegration of the Chimio into ac- 

tual life but there are also strong arguments and counter arguments within the commu- 

nity of the University as far as the New Use is concerned, so that the brave decision to 

reuse the building cannot be taken at the end. 

Being so, this has been selected as a very interesting topic to deal with in the frame- 

work of the Master's Thesis at the WCC. The study aims to develop a Rehabilitation 

Proposal for the Chimio, implementing the principals of Conservation as defined by in- 

ternational charters and conventions and taking into consideration the various case 

studies presented and the methodology suggested at the Center during the First Aca- 

demic Year. 

The thesis is composed of two parts: Part one, divided in four chapters, attempts a 

thorough documentation of the building through the study, comparison and analysis of 

the material gathered either by archival and bibliographical research or by in situ re- 

cording. Part two, divided in two chapters, composes the results of the analysis into 

what forms the basis for the elaboration of a Global Plan of Conservation referring to 

the Reuse of the Old Chimio. 
i 
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In order to assemble material that could provide testimony as to the building's past a 

historical research was carried out including the study of archival and iconographical 

sources as well as a selected bibliography with direct or indirect references to the Old 

Chirnio. 

1.1.1 Main archival sources have been the following: 

The Historical Archive of the University of Athens: 

t A series of publications, the so called "Deans' Speechesn. These are reports by 

the each time Dean of the University presented at the end of his service, in 

which he usually gives detailed account of his action, the major problems he 

faced, the most important projects he undertook. The following speeches that 

coincide with most significant moments of the Old Chimio were studied and in- 

deed proved to be a valuable source of information regarding the documenta- 

tion of the building: 

i .  Speech by Georgios Karamitsas, Dean during the Academic Year 1886-1887 

ii. Speech by Theodoros AfendourTs, Dean during the Academic Year 1887- 

1888 

iii. Speech by Anastasios Christomanos, Dean during the Academic Year 1896- 

1897 

iv. Speech by Spiridon Lampmu assuming the duty of Dean on 26h February 

l 9 1 2  

v. Speech by Ioannis Mesoloras Dean during the Academic Years 1914-1915 

and 1915-1916 

vi. Speech by Vasilios Aiginitis, Dean during the Academic Year 1926-1927 

* A set of unbound documents entitled "Enrichment of the Chimio - Acquisition of 

Equipment and Material for Teachingn regarding the periods 1837-1840, 

1860-1871, 1878-1880, 1888-1905. A huge amount of ordering lists, 

shipping invoices, receipts of acquisition and delivery, correspondence among 

the Director of the Chimio with the Dean of the University discussing the needs 

of the laboratories, correspondence among the Director of the Chimio and 

European Firms-Providers of equipment, materials and devices for experiments. 

The documents examined provided no real information regarding the edifice it- 

self or its unmovable equipment, yet this is considered to be a useful source of 

information for the scientific team dealing with the recording of the movable 

equipment of the Old Chimio. / 

The General Directorate of Property and Finance of the University of Athens: 
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* Correspondence and Documents that refer to the recent years of the Chimio 

and almost exclusively regard demands for repair and maintenance works that 

need to take or took place, their cost etc. Of particular interest is a project for 

a new Parking in the place of the Garden of the building, accompanied by a 

proposal for the rearrangement of the Southern Fagade so that it would better 

fit with the Architectural Style of the New Chimio, already built by that time in 

its backyard. This project has luckily never been executed. 

Archive of Newspapers reserved at the Benakeios Library. 

* The catalogue of the Press Archive held at the Benakeios Library includes two 

newspapers in circulation at the time that the fire of the Old Chimio took place; 

that is in August of 1911. These are the Newspaper "Acropolis" and the News- 

paper "Agonw. In  fact the microfilm of the Newspaper Agon was claimed mis- 

placed -therefore inaccessible-, while the leaflet of the Newspaper "Acropolis" 

dating 17 of August 1919 presents a very detailed description of the fire acci- 

dent of the Old Chimio. 

Another possible source of information has been considered the Technical Services 

Directorate of the University of Athens. However, it seems that there is no system- 

atic archive kept there and therefore access to any relative material held in these prem- 

ises, was not possible at the end. 

1.1.2 Iconographical Sources 

A set of drawings bearing the signatures of Ernest Ziller -the Architect- and Theodoros 

Afentoulis -the Dean of the University during the Academic Year 1886-1887- reserved 

at Zillerrs Archive of the National Gallery of ~thens'. The drawings include: 

t Main Fagde and Section, Athens 1885, Watercolor, Dimensions 56x88 cm, 

Catalogue Number: 429 

f Ground floor Plan, Ink, dimensions 46x64 cm, Catalogue Number: 35 

rlr Upper floor Plan, May 1885, Ink, Dimensions 46x64 cm, Catalogue Number: 36 

t Section, Ink, dimensions 46x64 cm, Catalogue Number: 37 

In addition to the drawings, another iconographical source have been the photos of the 

laboratories as set in the 1920s that are included in the book "Athinisi Panepistimio". 

The investigation of the above sources has not been exhaustive. On one hand the stud- 

ied material has been significantly helpful for the documentation of the three distinct 

phases of the building. Yet "gaps" still remain as far as the dating of the unmovable 

furniture and other equipment or the names of the architects that are associated wph 

'Co11ection of drawings made by Ernest Ziller, kept a t  the  National Gallery of Athens. 



the different transformations of the building are concerned. It is believed2 that such 

data as drawings of the later additions or ordering lists and expenses, most probably 

exist in some "forgotten" corner of some Service of the University of Athens or any 

other Institution. Yet they were not traced during the research carried out for the pur- 

poses of this thesis. 

1.1.3 Bibliography 

Bibliography specifically referring to the Old Chimio: 

f flA0jvqar l l a v s n ~ u r j ~ o ~  (Athinisi Panepistimio) published by the Uni- 

versity of Athens in 1923-1924. A brief historical overview of the Chimio is in- 

cluded and mention is made for the 4 different laboratories that were housed 

there. -Laboratories of Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Physics y, 

Laboratory and Museum of Botanic. 

f To @appamm1~6v Xqpeio 1904-1929 (Pharmaceutical Chimio) a publi- 

cation in the occasion of the transfer of the Pharmaceutical Chimio in the Old 

Chimio. 

General Bibliography referring to Neoclassical Architecture in Greece 

f Neo-Classical Architecture in Greece, 3. Travlos, published by the Commercial 

Bank of Greece, 1967 

f AI AOHNAI ano TOU 19'" EIS TOV 20'" a16va, Khma H. Mnipq, aMM~oow, 1999 

(ATHENS from lgth to th3 2oth century by Kostas H. Biris, Melissa, 1999) 

~t MIIOE AOHNAIKHE APXITEKTONIKHE 1875-1925, ~ d v q  r. Mniprlq, 

ABfiva 1987 (HALF A CENTURY OF ATHENIAN ARCHITECTURE 1875-1925, 

Manos G. Biris, Athens 1987) 

f H N E O W K H  AOHNA TOY IlAYAOY MYARNA, XXEAIA AnOTYIlQZEQN 1941- 

1955, K h p 0  T E K ~ ~ P ~ C O W  NEOEAA~VIK~~C A~XITEKTOVIM~, 2000 (The Neoclassi- 

cal Athens of Paul Mylonas, survey drawings 1941-1955, Center for the Docu- 

mentation of Neohellenic Architecture, 2000) 

Referring to the Architecture of Chemical Laboratories in Europe: 

f "HANDBUCH DER ARCHITEKTURn, IV  TEIL VI.2.a. HOCHSCHULEN 

NATURWISSENSCHINSTITUTE, by Dr Josef Durrn, Herman Ende, duart Smitt, 

published by Alfred Kroner Verlag in Stuttgart, in 1905 

'! I f  such archives as the detailed ordering lists for the years 1860-1890 do exist, f is 

considered quite possible that similar archives must have been held for the following 

periods. As far as the drawings are concerned: it would make no sense that the exten- 

sion of such a building would take place without any -previously approved by the Uni- 

versity- drawings. I n  other words, unless destroyed, they must be somewhere, I n  fact 

such a drawing, presenting the concrete structure above the main amphitheatre was all 

by accident "discovered" in some of the storage rooms of the Old Chimio. 
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W 

Fig. 02: Detail from Zillers drawing showing the proposed decorative elements of the fa~ade: Donc Pilasters surround the windows; the indented walls below the sills have the "XXX'' decoration; 

rustic coyn imitations -or embossed "corner stones9'- can be seen on the Propylo and the base of the flanking wings. 
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The Architects D. Pandazis - N. Raptis who surveyed the building in 1994 and worked 

on a restoration project thereafter, have very kindly provided a set of drawings of the 

building including plans, sections and elevations. These drawings have constituted an 

extremely useful basis to work on and have been further enriched with more data accu- 

mulated during the in situ recording that took place for the purposes of this thesis. 

The survey focused on the recording of the unmovable equipment still to be found in 

the building, actually under threat to be removed to other premises before being first 

inventoried. This equipment included workbenches, display cases, bookcases, book- 

stands and elaborate cast iron seats inside three lecture rooms. In the course of this 

survey certain rooms were also surveyed in order for the separate recorded objects to 

be set within their context. Therefore the interior dimensions and the position of the 

openings in the lecture rooms and the laboratories -where the workbenches are found- 

were measured. In this occasion it was also possible to crosscheck the accuracy of the 

abovementioned set of survey drawings -which was considered satisfactory-maximum 

deviation observed was of about 7cm. Since these drawings did not present enough 

information as far as the arrangement and the size of the beams is concerned, they 

have been completed with such information. The beams have been measured in some 

indicative -and at the same time accessible- positions in every floor. Then the number 

of the beams and their layout was checked in every single room. It was thus possible to 

confirm the existence of every room as appearing in the drawings. 

In order to create an inventory of the different door types, all 17 different doors were 

measured. Details of the staircase -cast iron railings, balustrades, and posts, marble 

molding profiles were also surveyed. All these measurements have been made through 

simple suwey methods, with tape, level, and thickness gauge. 

A series of photographs taken from most of the rooms attempted to ensure the 

documentation of the building as in its actual state. 

Rectified photographs were also used to facilitate the "surveyn of morphological ele- 

ments of the fa~ades that could only be accessible through scaffolding. 

Management of the Data 

The accumulated data of the survey were then processed and a computer 3dimensional 

model was formed, The model very much facilitated the graphical representation of the 

different building phases allowed for various perspective views of the several rooms 

together with their equipment to be generated and made possible and relatively easy 

the representation of structural details or elaborate elements. 
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Chemistry has been taught in Greece since the establishment of the University of Athens 

in 1837. The courses originally took place at the Royal Pharmacy; then, after the official 

Pharmaceutical Chimio was established, under the direction of Xaverios Ladender, they 

were held at the basement of the southwestern wing of the main building of the Univer- 

sity. In 1868 the laboratory was Yansferred from the basement to the upper floor of the 

same building. This official Pharmaceutical Chimio has been the first Chemical Labora- 

tory established in ~reece~; Chemistry was initially included in the educational program 

of the Department of Physics and Mathematics of the School of Phit~sophy;~ 

The erection of the Old Chimio is associated with two personalities, Anastasios Christo- 

manos -Professor of Chemistry at the University between 1866 and 1906 and Ernst Ziller 

-Architect. 

Anastasios Christomanos is considered the founder of the science of chemistry in 

Greece. He became Dean of the University in 1896 and he suggested the separation of 

the Department of Physics and Mathematics from the School of Philosophy -which in- 

deed happened in 1903-1904. Then in 1919, the autonomous Department of Chemistry 

has been established.' 

Christomanos is also referred as the person that has most persistently argued, since 

1866, for the creation of an independent building, originally planned according to the 

norms and needs of a chemical laboratory, properly equipped, following the standards 

set by similar institutions that already existed in France, Germany, Italy and Austria. For 

this purpose, the University bought a plot in the neighbodmd6 of the Main University, 

at the site where the Old Chimio stands today; The plot, limited by the streets Solonos, 

PInakoton -today Charilaou Trikoupi-, Navarinou and Mavromihali was a rectangle cov- 

ering a surface of approximately 4170m2 (52,90 m x78,80 m). 

The Architect Ernst Ziller was appointed to compose the project. Ziller used to travel 

abroad anyway and he was aware of the evolutions in architecture in Germany, Austria 

@appo~&ur~Kd Xqp~io 1904-1924 (Pharmaceutical Chimio) p.5 

' The incorporation of the Department of Physics and Mathematics into the School of 

Philosophy was a result of the organization of the Greek University following the Ger- 

man prototype, according which, the newly established Natural Sciences ought to be 

part of the more general philosophic studies. Catalogue from the Exhibition "150 years 

from the foundation of the National Kapodistrian Univenity"p.145 

Catalogue from the Exhibition "150 years since the foundation of the National Kapo- 

distrian University" p. l 46  

?he distance between this plot and the main University is not that big, -Christomanos 

claims it to be a distance of 333 paces between the Propylo of the Central Building of 

the University on Panepistimiou street and the one of the Chimio- yet it seems this 

was considered a disadvantage and a reason for delaying the erection of the building in 

the search of another plot closer to the Central Premises of the University. 
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and elsewhere. The project Ziller proposed, judged by the Council of the University was 

at that time considered extremely lexpensive, therefae the plan for the construction of a 

proper Chimio was postponed. In  the meantime the University acquired another plot 

together with the existing buildings known as the school of Georgios Papadopoulos; the 

Laboratory of Chemistry would be temporarily housed in a new, small, single floor edi- 

fice, built inside this plot, that soon proved to be rather inadequate for, "it was very 

dark and humid". l 

In 1884-1885 the erection of a real Chemical Laboratory was thought to be absolutely 

necessary and Ziller was asked to revise his initial project in collaboration with the 

professors of Chemistry. Anastasios Christomanos, having already visited several similar 

institutions in Germany and elsewhere in Europe, had already his own projects for the 

Chimio and it seems quite possible that he set the functional program and the general 

layout, which was then artistically enhanced by ziller7. The Council of the University and 

the Ministry (of Education (?)) accepted the revised project and the total expense of the 

construction, so that "the foundation stone of the edifice was laid on the 6th of June of 

1887 around 6 pm". A commemorative inscription "Dedwted to b'le scientific work and 

Me native munw ( ~ A p c ; c r o h ~  m q ~ m M  tpym'o, /I diE zq mpik*) and a 

Golden Coin of the King George inside a glass cylinder, were placed inside the founda- 

tions.' 

Special mention is made to the fact that the project was made in cooperation with Karl 

Zastrau, Architect of the Chemistry Laboratory in Berlin and was examined and approved 

by famous, internationally recognized, Chemists of the timeg. That is, the Chimio was 

meant to fulfill the standards of the respective European Institutions. 

Christomanos describes the several projects composed by him, which al l  had in  com- 

mon the two courtyards, flanking a central lecture room and flanked by two laborato- 

ries. AOfOZ fERPfZOY KAPAMHTZA, nPYTANERI TOY EBNZKOY l7ANEffZZTHMIOY KATA 

TO AKAAHMAMN ETOZ 1886-1887. (SPEECHES GEORGZOU KARAMZTSA, DEAN OF THE 

NATZONAL UNIVERSITY DURZNG THE ACADEMZC YEAR 1886-1887). p.204 

AOrOZ rEaPnOY KAPAMHTZA, i7PYTANEQI TOY EBNZKOY tlANEL!7ZTHMZOY KATA TO 

AKAAHMA~KON ETOZ 1886-1 887. 

Addressing himself to  the Dean, Anastasios Christomanos talks about the modest 

ceremony of the placement of the foundation stone of the Chimio and claims to  have 

been so happy to  assist in it. (SPEECHES GEORGZOU KARAMZTSA, DEAN OF THE 

NATIONAL UNZVERSZTY DURZNG THE ACADEMZC YEAR 1886-1887). P .201 

Georgios Karamitsas, Dean of the University in 1886-1887, says that he personally 

asked Mr. Fitting, a well-known Chemist at the University of Strasbourg, to examine 

the drawings and make any suggestions about them. Another Chemist, A.W. Hofmann, 

the founder of two of the most important Chemical Laboratories in Germany, the one in 

Bonn and the one in Berlin, had as well a word on the proposed drawings and made 

certain recommendations: 1. Integrate the residence of the Director of the Chimio in- 

side the building, 2. Avoid the incorporation of the canalization inside the walls, 3. 

Avoid the creation of separate laboratories for the Assistants etc. SPEECHES 
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The edifice was completed by 1890 and from that time onwards it housed the Laborato- 

ries of Chemistry, Physics and ~otdnics as well as the Botanical Museum. 

The building itself, together with the garden in front of its main entrance on Solonos 

Street, covered a bit more than half the total surface of the plot. The other half re- 

mained free until the University Gymnasium occupied a part of it.'' 

Fig. 07: The University 

Gymnasium in the back 

Court of the Old 

Chimio. It has been 

later on demolished to 

allow space for the 

New Chimio to be 

built. Source: "Athinisi 

Panepistirnio" 

On the 16'~ of August of 1911'' -during summer holiday that is- a conflagration started 

from the upper floor and rapidly expanded to the whole building. It seriously damaged 

much of the structure and destroyed most of the equipment of the Chemical Laboratory. 

GEORGIOU KARAMITSA, DEAN OF THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY DURING THE ACADEMIC 

YEAR 1886-1887, p.59 and p.210 

l0 Georgios Afentoulis explains his efforts to persuade the ministry on the necessity of 

the erection of a proper gymnasium, argues on the importance of the exercise of the 

body together with the exercise of the mind and gives examples of other gymnasiums 

under the administration of the respective Universities in Austria and France. Economi- 

cal restrictions made him choose the rest of the plot of the Chimio for this purpose 

instead of the much bigger and more suitable one -as he says- in the backyard of the 

National Printing House. AOrOI BEOdaPOY AQENTOYAH IIPYTANERE TOY 

i7ANEnIETHMIOY KATA TO AKAAHMAi'KO ETOE 1887-1888. (SPEECHES THEODOROU 

AFENTOULI, DEAN OF THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1887- 

1888). P. 78 

The author of "Athinisi Panepistimio" states that the building was destroyed by fire in 

August of 1910. (p21). I n  the the Speech of Spiridon Lambrou Dean of the University 

since February 1912 is mentioned that the accident happened in August 1911. The 

question -which of the two dates is the correct was given after research in the press of 

the time- came from the issue of Newspaper Acropolis dated 17 of August 1911 the 

day following the incident. 
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Fig. 08: Newspaper Acropolis 17 of August 1911: "THE DISASTER IN THE CHIMIO. THREE MILLION DAMAGES, DEATHS AND INJURIES 

OF FIREMEN. DETAILED PICTURE OF THE CATASTROPHE" 
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Luckily enough the equipment of the Department of Physics was for the most part saved 

almost intact. Newspaper ~c ro~o l i b  gives a detailed and colorful description and lets us 

know that there have even been three victims. 

The "General Insurance of Trieste" and the "Adriatic Insurance Company" where the 

building and its equipment had been insured, accepted to pay the amount of 247.235 

Drachmas for the building and 238.281 drachmas for the equipment. By February of 

1912 part of the destroyed equipment had already been replaced. As for the building 

there had been several thoughts but no action regarding the erection of a new edifice, 

so in the mean time, the Laboratories of Chemisfty and Physics were temporarily housed 

at the premises of the "Maraslios Commercial School". 

The Chimio underwent an extended refurbishment for several years. Ioanis Mesoloras, 

Dean of the University during the Academic Years 1914-1915 and 1915-1916 mentions 

that during the general assembly of the council of the University in 13 September 1914 

he proposed that a Second Storey be added on the top of the building. From his saying 

we assume that part of the building had been reconstructed-repaired by that time -the 

name of the contractor-engineer involved in the "(re)constructionn of the first storey is 

mentioned- but we cannot be sure whether it was already actually in use. A special 

committee by the engineer Ar. Kousidi and the architect Vassili Tsagkri and the architect 

from the technical service of University Sp. Zervos was set up to ensure the aesthetic 

and stability of the project.13 In fact the new storey was then added. 

The New Amphitheatre now occupied the First and Second Levels and it is considered to 

have been the first one in Greece totally built in concrete. In  1917 the Laboratories of 

Chemistry and Physics gradually returned to the Old chimio.14 

A third storey was added on the building a few years later. This was meant to serve 

almost exclusively the Pharmaceutical Chimio and was inaugurated as such on the 7th of 

November of 192815, approximately by the same time that the University Club by an- 

other well know architect, Alexandros Nikouloudis, was completed. The foundation of 

the University Club and the completion of the Chimio that "for years stood incomplete 

resembling a ruin" have been considered the projects of first priority for the University. 

The completion of the Chimio was supposed to be accomplished through the budget of 

years 1924-1925. According to Vasilios Aiginitis, Dean during the Academic Year 1926- 

27 the completion happened during the Academic Year 1925-1926.'~ 

nPYTANNIK0Z AOfOZ ZnYPZARNOZ AAMnPOY, 2 6  (DEBPOYAPZOY 1912, SPEECH OF 

SPZRZDON LAMBROU, DEAN OF THE UNIVERSITY SINCE FEBRUARY 1912 p. l 1  

" IQANNOY MEZOARPA, AOfOZ DEPI nANEnZZTHMIOY KAZ EKBEZIZ nEnPAfMENQN 

1914-1915 KAZ 1915-1916, EN ABHNAIZ 1936. SPEECH BY IOANIS MESOLORAS DEAN 

DURING 1914-9915 KAI 1915-1916. ATHENS 1936 p.31 

" AOqvqm navsnmlfplo (Athinisi Panepistimio) p.21 

* @OP~UKEUTIK~ X q p ~ i o  1904-1924 (Pharmaceutical Chimio) p.7 

" BAIIAEIOY AITINHTOY, EKBEEIt IlEflPATMENRN 1926-1927, EN ABHNAII: 1931. 
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The Old Chimio as it is today 
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3.1 Urban Context 

Situating the building into its urban context allows for a better understanding of its 

quite privileged setting. 

3.1.1 Urban Layout o f  Athens ' 

Athens became capital of the Modern Greek State in 1834 and two architects Stamatios 

Kleanthis and Eduard Shaubert prepared its first urban plan. The project proposed the 

development of city to the north of the Acropolis and suggested that the Palace be situ- 

ated just opposite to it on an axis with direct view to the ancient rock, at the position 

where Omonia square is today. Two more symbolic axes were supposed to visually con- 

nect the Palace with the ancient stadium to the south east and to Pireus, the ancient 

port to the southwest. Leo Von Klenze revised the plan. The Palace was finally built in 

another position. Yet features of the first plan can be still visible in the actual urban 

tissue of Athens: the "symbolic" axes constitute major traffic arteries that define a tri- 

angle; Panepistimiou and Pireos Street represent the two sides of this triangle that are 

"unitedn by the third one, Ermou Street -which is in fad the main axis of Syntagma 

Square and the Palace -today Parliament -the first most important neoclassical building 

to be erected in ~thens'~. 

3.1.2 The Cultural Center 

The eastern side of this triangle -Panepistimiou Street that stands for University Street- 

was meant to develop as a cultural center. I n  this part and the immediate surroundings 

-Acadernias and Stadiou Street- where dominated the University and where the Library 

and the Academy were later on erected, several intellectuals of the time chose to build 

their residencies -usually mansions on the prototype of the "~alais"'~. Some of them still 

stand in place today, like the Slieman's mansions, an exceptional work by filler. 

Additionally to the so-called Trilogy, the University (by Christian Hansen), Academy (by 

Theophil Hansen) and Library (by Theophil Hansen), the 0.41 Hospital (by Staufkr), the 

Eye Clinic (by Christian Hansen) -both university hospitals- the former school of Geor- 

gios Papadopoulos (by Stamatis Kleanthis), the School of Law and the University Club 

(by Alexandros Nikoloudis), were meant to form all together a University Center. An idea 

also suggested on the drawing by professor Athanasiadis that was nevertheless never 

l7 The Palace, where the Greek Parliament is housed today, built in 1837, deigned by 

Gartner and the Old University, designed by Theophil Hansen, built in 1843, have been 

the first public buildings to  be erected in Athens and are  considered to  have set the 

prototypes for the evolution of Neoclassical Architecture in Greece. 

Mavoq Mnipqq, Mruc i~  A d v a q  AOq V U ~ K ~ C  APXITEKTOVIK~C 1875-1 925, (Manos Biris, 

Ha l f  a Century o f  Athenian Architecture, 1875-1925) p. 14 
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implemented. The University Campus, a few kilometers away from the city center has 

been chosen as a more feasible odtion instead. 

More particularly the Old Chimio lies in an area called Neapoli -Newtown- that has been 

initially inhabited by craftsmen and artists -among which the painter Nikolaos Gyzis- 

and that in the years 1880s evolved as a relatively cheap housing district with low cost 

but beautiful two or three-storey houses. These were mainly constructed for the lower 

classes and at that time were also bought or hired by expatriates returning from ~ g y p t l ~  

- or students because of the adjacency of the area with both the headquarters of the 

university and the Polytechnic School. Ziller and X. Ladender also had their residencies 

there. 

3.1.2 Actual setting 

Despite the fact that the idea of the University Center in the downtown did not work out 

in the end, remnants of it, assigned an interesting character to the area. 

The Old Chimio, situated on Solonos Street is only a few blocks away from the Cultural 

Center of the municipality of Athens and the school of Law. In  a short distance lie the 

historic buildings of the University and the University Club. On its backside, entering 

from Navarinou Street, the New Chimio occupies the rest of the plot currently used by 

the Department of Pedagogy of the University. All these buildings, referring to activities 

with intense educative character, mainly addressed to and involving young population 

have created the right conditions for a cultural environment to be created all around. 

The primary uses on Solonos and the surrounding streets have always been meant to 

support these activities and serve the young population. Shops, mostly bookshops and 

quite a few cafes occupy the ground floors of most of the surrounding buildings while 

numerous smaller o bigger publishing houses referring to all different fields of scientific 

editions are represented on Solonos Street or around it. All this, has contributed to an 

"intellectuat" atmosphere, still evident although rather in decline today. 

Yet on the other hand, Solonos is a rather unattractive street, narrow and "dark" be- 

cause of the high buildings all along its length, the heavy traffic and the absence of 

wide enough pedestrian sidewalks. Fig. 09 shows the Old Chimio in the 1920s, when it 

stood out of the adjacent constructions -usually of one or two stories. Today with one 

more storey on the top, the Chimio is hardly at the same level with the surrounding 5-6 

storey buildings. 

3.2 Architectural Background 

The Old Chimio was erected in plain dominance of Neoclassicm. Most public buildings of 

the time, intended to reflect the dominant ideology of the state, were build on the prin- 

cipals of Neoclassical architecture. The same applied for the school buildings in particu- 

l9 K b o ~ a  Mnipq. AI ABjval an6 TOU 19'" &I< TOV 20" a ~ h v a .  Athens f rom 19* t o  t h e  ZO* 

century p80, 1 9 8  
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lar. It has been argued that although these buildings present significant differences as 

far as the layout of the plan is cohcerned -which normally represents the personal ideas 

of the architect- they all have in common neoclassical morphological elements on the 

facades and similarities as far as the exterior appearance is concerned.20 Among them 

the following are mentioned as the most representative examples of the architecture of 

educational institutions of the time: 

University ~hristia'n Hansen 1839 Academias St. 

Varvakio Panagis Kalkos 1857-59 Athinas St. 

Karamanou School Stauffer 1840 Athinas St. 

Arsakio Lyssandros Kaftanjoglou 1846 Panepistimiou St. 

Society of Education Lyssandros Kaftanjoglou 1853 

Papadopoulou School Stamatios Kleanthis 1856 Academias St. 

Polytechnic School Lyssandros Kaftanjoglou 1860 Patision St. 

School on Adrianou Street Panagis Kalkos 1870 Adrianou St 

Academy Theophil Hansen 1859 Academias St. 

Library Theophil Hansen 1884-1902 Academias St. 

Old Chimio Ernst Ziller 1887 Solonos St. 

'O M. Kap6api~og-A6bpg, scpqpspi6a K a e q p ~ p ~ v f i ,  10  NoEpppiou 1996,  T E I ~ X O ~  *EllTA 

H M E P E D :  To VEOKA~UUIK~  oxoAeio. (M. Kardamitsi-Adami, newspaper Kathimerini, 1 0  

November 1996,  "EPTA IMERES": Neoclassical Schools). 
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4.1 Ptans - Architectural Analysis 
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metry as to the North-S& Main Slynmetry Axis. Then two intemaf Courtyards to the 

East and the West of the central Wing separate it from the Eastern and Western Wing; 

they also separate the Northern from the Southern Wing. 

In  tbe current state, and as far as the Ground Storey is concerned, the Western Wing is 

subdiuibed into several smaller m s ;  but this is definitely a !a*%- -~catbn [see 

Building Phases paragraph). The F r n t  and Second Stories fol loi i  the general layout as 

described above. The Third Stor?y aim M e w s  thk gersra! k y m t  on@ that t k e ,  &be 

Eastern Wing is one singfe space and has no corridor while tbe Western t4ktg is divided 

In two unequal parts and has M> corridor & h r .  

4.2 A building Type 

The Ofd Chimio was oflginal!y hi8 to house a Chemicai Laboratory. That is, a parh'nrlw 

tiilSldiq type. nie gmeml iqwt of the pfms id% m e  of L% ~&ngs lsi&%EcS ir?Ec, 

smaller rooms and some others iaid as single rooms, indicate that the &sgn was meant 

to fulfil! certain requirements. 

1. Chemical laboratories of Universities intended to house analytic chemtstq 

2. Chemicaf faborzrtories of Technical schools intended to serve both anaiytic and 

technical chemstry 
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2. Practical exercises: 13!matories fer beginners, !abor&wies for a&-axed sb- 
dents, laboratories for organic dxmistry, and laboratories for the analysis of 

the measuremats we wanted. 

3. Other A L W W  related professors and .the assistants ask for offrees and iiv- 

ing rooms. 

Fig 10: Perspective View k m  the Main Lecture Room of the Chemistry Institute of the University 

of Gm. Swrce: uHamf&~h okr Architektur", lVTE!L W.2.o 

Ike prerequisite that these different types of rooms but ako the djfferent depart- 

ments are on one hand well separated and on the other hand easily c- and 

adequately lighted and ventilated leads to the solution of t!e internal centm! court- 

yard. 
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The Chemistry Institute of the University of Frei$urg constitutes such an example 

Figure 01: The Chemistry 

Institute of the University of 

Freiburg. Built m 1880-1 882. 

Architect: Dum 

Source: "Handbuch der Ar- 

chitektur", N TEIL VI.2.a 

1:500 
m s a 7 6 S Z ~ ~ I O  tz ID 13 90- 
h+i+t+:++-t+ t+- - -W-- - - -  1 

The increase of the length of the frontal wing of this preliminary type gives a reversed 

G shape plan. The chemistry institute of the University of Budapest represents such an 

exampje where the main activities are well separated and at the same time well con- 

nected. The laboratories meant to serve 70 students, occupy one wing, the offices and 

living rooms of professots and assistants another wing, while the main lecture room, big 

enough to accommodate 289-300 students, because of its importance for the whole 

hitding is placed on the a t r i a l  axis. 

The following step as to the evolution of the type is made by the addition of one more 

wing symmetrical as to central a s  so that three parallel wings and two courtyards are 

formed. Typical examples are the Chemistry Institutes of the Universities of Leipzig and 

&at. Ir; the m e  of the Chemistry ZWbte of G m  one d the three p~i-zki w k g  is 

used for the purposes of the laboratories, the other for professors and assistants while 

in the central m e  1s situated the main lemre m m .  
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Figwe 12: Tne Chemisiq Instime of the University of &&pest. in 1868-1871. Architects: 

Wagner, Zarstau. Source: "Hanctbuch der Architektur", IV TElL VL2.a 

Figure 13: The Chemistry Institute of the University of Graz. Built in 1874-1879. Architect: 

Stattler. Source: "Handbuch der Architektur ", IV JEIL Vl.2.a 
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The Institute of tht, Technical S c h d  d AactvenI &ginally planned to serve both the 

ssfyiic and technical chemistry dnd later on ured only fix the analytic chmistty, pm- 

se~ts another type where a complete fourth wing is added on the @an so that two fuffy 

intsrnal courtyards are shaped. 

Figure 04- The Chemistry Institute of She Unkersty of k h e n .  Wit in 1875-1879. Archi- 

tects:Ewerbeck and Inize. Source: *Handbuch der Architekturn, N E i L  Vl.2.a 

In the case of the Chemistry Institute of the University of Vim2 there appears to be a 

third courtyard. Yet the tree of wings that form the additional court, are all housing the 

professm and the asdsknls. kr the restI the laboratoties three wings In the ground 

flour and another two in the upper floor, there is a mar? lecture room in the ground 
floor and the main one always placed cn the cmtraf qmmetr; axis. 

One more central courtyard, that is four in total, has the chemistry institute of the 

University of Bonn. 
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figisre 15: The Chemistry Institute of the University of Vienna. &it k 1859-1872. Archi- 

tect: Ferstel. Source: "Handbud, der Architektur", N 7?3L M.2-a 
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Figure 16: The Chemistry Institute of the University of Bonn. Built in 1865-1868. Architects: 

Dieckhoff and Neumann. Source: "Handbuch der Architekturu, NTnL W.2.a 

4.2.2 Chemical Laboratories of Technical Schools 

The main concern in this category is that the two different activities, the Analytic and 

the Technical chemistry, Se well separated one from the other. This can happen either 

"casually" or clearly by division in either the horizontal or the vertical direction. In this 

category are included the Chemistry Institutes of the Technical Schools of Winterhur, 
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S w i ~ ~ a f l b  {cawd sepxatiun), of Dresden (urith one central c"owQ~!rd) of Lemiberg 

(with two central courtyards) and bf Berlin. 

The Chemistry Institute of the Technical school in W i n  Charlottenburg occupying a 

surface of 66.20 by 60,42 m2 is the biggest of them all. This is probably the building 

that ... is Mkiflg about when fie mmtlons that the Old Chimio in Athens was h i i t  in 

collaboration with Karl Zarstrauss, the architect: of the chemistry Institute of 6erlinB. 

Figure 16: The Chei 

nischen Hochschule Berlin Charlottenberg. Built 

in 1882. Architect: Raxhdorf. Source: "Hand- I:XIO 
m J . , T S 4 5 2 1 .  S 'P BD" 

buch der Architektur", N TEIL W.2.a t+i &+w+t+H t 

According to  Dr Bernard KohSenbach, lande%ienkrnalamt Bertln, Pauf Spieker aad 

Karl Zastrau are known to  be the Architects of the Institute o f  Natural Sciences of the 

University of Berlin built in 1873-1883. After our request, he kindly provided two pic- 

tures of tfie actual state of the building together with its reference number in the List 

of Landmarks in Berlin. Then it was clear that the Institute of Natural Sciences of the 

University of Berlin and the Chemistry institute of the Technical School in Berlin are 

different buildings. Therefore either Karl Zarstrauss was also the architect of the 
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4.2.3 The Old Chimiio of the University of Athens 
l 

The Old Chimio presents in fact qhite a few similarities 

with the Chemistry Institute of the Technical School of 

Berlin as far as the general layout of the plan, with 

four exterior wings and one central interior one 

flanked by two courtyards, is concerned. Yet the 

Chimio of Berlin is much bigger and much more 

elaborate as far as both the interior and exterior 

decoration are concerned. 

Figure 17: Section of the Chemistry Institute of theTechnischen Hochschule Bertin Charlottenberg. Built in 1882. 

5wrrce: "-B der Ardndntektur", N EIL W.2-a 

However there is one big Lecture Room, big rooms for the Chemical Laboratories, 

smaiier m m s  for the offices and personal iabontories of the professors and their assis- 

tants, rather small rooms also for the Laboratories of Physics and Botanics. It is known 

that -at least afm the refurbishment of the 1917 took place- the Westem Wing singie 

room and no corridor- of the First Storey housed the Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry 

whereas the Western Wing of the Wand Storey housed the taboratory of Organic 

Chemistry. The Eastern Wing of the Ground, First and Second Storey housed, experi- 

ment rooms, libraries, display rooms ami darkrooms of ttle Physics Laboratories, Both 

the big in the -Central Wing- and the small i n  the Northern Wing- lecture rooms were 

used for the theoreticai imchirig of Chemistry, Physics and ~otanics.~ 

24 "A84 vquf ~ O V E ~ I O T ~ ~ I O "  (Athinisi Panepistimio) p.22 
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Resemblances with other chemistry institutes 

can also be observed as far as the interior 

decoration and the general layout of the plan i/N HI 
of the rooms for practical exercises are 

concerned. For instance drawings of plans 

show the arrangement of the wdrk-benches 

inside the rooms used as chemical 

laboratories: usually in two rows that leave 

an aisle in between with another two aisles 
*=+ 4 - Z h  

that run parallel to the long walls; both these IIH ID l 
long walls appear with windows that let in 

plenty of natural light -and allow for 

sufficient ventilation. Which seems to be possible through the internal courts. Further 

simiMude regards the i'1";movabie equipment in generat: w0rkOenches aml the adjacent 

sinks, chimneys for the removal of produced gases, display cases and cast iron seats. 

Feure 18: Plan Layout of Work- and other fumWing froJn Chem- 

istry Institutes. Source: Wandbuch der ArchitekturH, IY  E I L  M.2-U 

A W O I  TEQPTIOY KAPAMHTTA, TlPY7AMEQZ TOY EBNIKOY !7ANEi7IITHMIOY KAT4 TO 

AKAAHMAPKON ETOZ 1886-1 887. 
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Ziller's watercolor drawing of the main Elevation of the Old Chimio represents a purely 

neoclassical arrangement of the surfaces with a few, yet distinct, decorative elements. 

The fasade is divided into three parts in the vertical and the horizontal sense (Fig 02). 

A central projecting Propylo -in fact very similar to the one of the University- is domi- 

nating the whole composition. The projecting Propylo is composed of two Ionic Half 

Columns that stand in between two Pilasters. The corners of the Propylo are decorated 

with rustic coign imitations. There is a whole Entablature with Architrave, Frieze and 

Cornice. On the top of the Entablature stands a Pediment. 

In the vertical sense the central Propylo and the two wings that flank the Propylo define 

the three parts mentioned above. The repetition of the windows creates the rhythm; the 

Doric Pilasters surrounding the windows together with the ornamentation of the in- 

dented parapets bellow the windowsills, represent the main decorative elements. In the 

horizontal sense the three parts are defined by the walls of the lower level (Base) that 

are bear engraves, the plain-face walls of the upper level (Main Body) and the entabla- 

ture on the top (Ridae). 

It was not possible to trace any photograph showing the Old Chimio as it was before the 

fire of 1911 that is before the addition of the Second Storey. I n  the actual state of the 

building many of the elements of the fa~ade represented in Ziller's drawing (Fig 02) are 

not there any more. So an evident question would be: Was actually the Old Chimio built 

in the way originally conceived and proposed by Ziiler? The answer to this question 

comes from a closer look to the photograph (Fig. 09) showing the building in the 1923- 

1927. In  fact this is a valuable source of infornation: The First Storey appears with the 

decorative elements proposed by the fa~ade drawing of 1887. The Doric Pilasters sur- 

round the windows; the indented walls below the sills of the windows do have the "xxxn 

decoration; the entablature still stands on the top of the First Storey separating it from 

the "freshly" added Second Storey. The rustic coyn imitations -or embossed "corner 

Statement by Anastasios Christomanos (SPEECHES GEORGIOU KARAMITSA, DEAN OF 

THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY DURZNG THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1886-1887). P .203 
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stonesz- of the Propyio are also there extending only to what would have been the 

original height of it. The rest of h e  surface of the Propyfo, which now exceeded over 

the pediment, remained without any decoration. The same appiied for the entire e a d e  

of the Second Storey that appears to have absolutely no decorative elements, except for 

the cornice and the parapet wall on the top. 

In 1923-1924 the author of the book "Athinisi ~anepistimio"~ says that in 1917 the 

labora€mks of Organic and Inorganic Chemistry, Physics and Botanics were gradually 

moving back to the repaired edifice, yet he comments that further "completions" were 

still to be made especidly as far as the Mar of the edifice is concerned. Therefore, 

for a certain period of time, the facades remained "incomplete", the Second Storey 

stood over the dst ing building as a veiy distinct adcfition, devoid even of any decora- 

tion that would give a unified aspect to the whole composition. 

The fapdes were indeed amnged in a following stage so that, the final resuit would 

hide and not reveal the different additions. It cannot be said for sure whether this hap- 

pn4 before or aRer the Third S t a q  was added but xco~cfing €o the saw of VEtsilios 

~igini t is,~ before the building was completed in 1925-1926 with the addition of the 

third storey, "it stood incomp!ete resembling a ntir~''. 

In any case, the final result is considered rather successfuI since, other than unifying 

the different modificatior?s into one single composition, it retains Me pattern: Base, Main 

Body and Ridge: the surface of the of waRs the Ground Storey is engraved and they 

constitutes the base. The m i c e  separating .the First and Second Stay -as appearing in 

fig. 09- is removed so that the First and Second Story constitute a singfe zone -the 

b 3 .  The irnpretsion d this dominating singk ifme is empbked by the way the SW- 

ble Height Pilasters are used. They do not surround the windows any more but they 

have ken siightiy moved towards the w t w  of the pwis oi the wail &at are ifi: be- 

tween the windows. They are placed in pairs and they extend all along the whole height 

of this zone -fo!lowing #e so-caiM Tsagris" me.% ~a~ on top of this 

zone surrounds the whole structure. 

Becaase of the careiui re i i i~pmt&ai  of the iii~i$&@ai deiieab of the iieodassiwi 

vocabulary into what was then the most prominent style, it is believed that some skilled 
a&ft-E des@md this m~~iposiWin OF ihe %pdes ~ i e  the bMbing was m p h i e d .  fn 

fact an architect named V. Tsagkris -and not Tsagris, which in Greek makes a differ- 

ace- R referred ;rc a mmk ef t ! ~  -* &&&h& if! 1914 c ? ~  1315 te eke 

" Aeivqof f?5~~riiaTi'jpl0 (Atbinisi Panepistfmio) p.21 

BAfIAEIOY AIfINHTOY, EKBEZIZ REnPArMENQN 1926-1927, EN ABHNAE 1931. 

REPORT 3Y VASSLIUS ATGINITIS, DEAN DURING THE ADACEMIC YEAR 1926-1927, 

ATHENS 1931. p.7-8 and 25-29 

The system of the double height pitasters, commonly referred as Tsagri's styfe by the 

name of the architect who widely used it in his works, was very widespread in the 

1920s-1930s 
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care of the renovation of the building after the fire of 1911 (as already mentioned in the 

Historical Overview). It m&& be &ithough there is no real evidence about it- that Vasi- 

lis Tsagris (1882-1941) was indeed involved in this project. 

In  the actual state of the Old Chimio, the fagades are organized as described above with 

a Third Storey over the EntaMabre, which separates his upper part (now Ridge) of the 

edifice from the Main Body. I n  this final layout the Propylo is not dominating the 

composition as much as it was h e w t  to in Ziller's design; integrated as it is in a 

massive wall, flanked by two massive wings, it seems "absorbed" by the rigid volume of 

the buitding, which apparently has lost the elegant proportions of €he originally pfanned 

#!&ndows have all exterior shutters of the so-called "Frencha type. Except fa. those 

of the ground storey that because of the exterior iron railings have shutters that open 
inside the room and are placed behind the glass window. There are three different door 

types in the exterior 

4.3 Building Phases 

Summarizing its HSstory, the Chimio has three distinct Building Phases: 1.1887-1990, 

2.1911-1917 and 3.1925-1927. In its actual state the building is composed of 4 stories 

and a basement att atong below the Western Wing. The Ground Storey and the first 

Storey belong to the First Building Phase, the Second Storey to We Second, and the 

Third Storey to the Third. This is a rather straighfforward interpretation, yet the thor- 

ough identification of the phases is at times a bit more compI'kated and not always pos- 

sible to say with absolute certitude. 

The foifowing drawings propose a Dating Scheme as far as the Plans and Sections are 

concerned: 

Ground and First Shre;~: All ck fhe exterio- and most af the int&or walk b d q  to 

the First Building Phase BP1: 1887-1990. It is known that the building was seriously 

Oarnag& by the fire cif h g w t  1911 but It is believed th& the sLrr,newaffs were not de- 
stroyed at that time. The same applies for the floors of the Ground Storey and the floors 

along the corridors and the main entrance of the First Storey. These floors, c m m e d  

in stones or bricks survived the fire. On the contrary, the rest, wooden, ffmrs of the 

First Storey collapsed during the flre. There- the ones visibie today Mong to the 

Second Building Phase (see fo!lowing paragr;tph, explanation about Rc$O). The dnrision 

walls defining Rooms 017-026. These wdfs do not appear in the drawing by Ziller pg. 

04). Moreover than that, when Christomanos describes the general layout of the Ground 

Storey refers to the room of the western wing as a single long room. It is claimed that 

these walls belong to the BP3 (or even some later minor transformations period follow- 

ing the BP3) for, all of the doors on them are of the same type as the ones of the divi- 

sion wails defining mm 315-319 in the third storey. The concrete slab that divides 

into two par& Rooms 028432 together with the cofumns and the beams that support it, 

are considered to betong to the BP2, for the resemblance of the dimensions of the 
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Ground Storey Plan 

I 

Building Phases, Plans Scale 1:350 
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Third Storey Plan 

I 
1890 1917 1926 

Building Phases, Plans Scale 1:350 
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beams with the ones of the secund storey. During the First 0uilding Phase, R m  118- 

119 housed the main amphitheatre. During the Second Building Phase -and as it is 

now-, half of the room is occupied by the amphitheater and the other half by the stor- 

age space below the amphitheatre (since this extends in two stories in the vertical 

sense). The staircase leading from the mezzanine lwd to the Ground and the First Sto- 

ries belongs to the BP1. 

Second Storey: All the walls Wng to the BP2 and so are the floors and ceilings - 
except for the ceiling of the main amphitheatre, Prominent elements of the Second 

Buiiding Phase constitute the smli  mete  beams placed dose one to the other sup- 

porting the slabs of the above storey. The only differentiation from this strucburai sys- 

tem can be seen in Room 210. Yet the a photograph from "AfnkW P ~ s t i m i o " ( s e e  in 

following page "Old Chimio Fig. 1")dearly shows the same arrangement of tfie beams in 

1923-1924 -that is W e  the Third 3uiIding Phase; - strangely enough- the 

two systems must be from the same building phase. As for the ceiling of the Main Am- 

phitheatre, in its actual state, this was m- anfy when the Third Storey was 

added. A drawing found in some storage room shows the proposed new concrete struc- 

ture above the Main Amphitheatre, has the date 5926. 6ut six, Fig. 09 dearly shows a 

gabled roof above this central wing of the Second -and at the time of the photograph 

last- Storey. The staircase leading from the first Storey to the Second Stocey belongs to 

the BP2. 

Third Storey: A1 the walls Wong to the 8P3 and so are the flows and ceilings. The 

Concrete Structure differs from the one of the Second Storey (see structurai system). 

fhe ceiitrd wing of the Third Storq, -that L the Rooms 315-319- is covered by a ga- 

bled roof. The resemblance of this roof in Fig 09 with the actual state leads to an "in- 

sti,xtiven interpretation: it dght be that tha whols mztal structure of the gaWed roof 

was transferred from the Second to the Third Storey when this was added. But appar- 

ently this is only an assumption. The staircase leading fiom the Second Storey to the 

Third Storey belong to the BP3. 

As far as the main fatpde is concerned -hit similarly also the rest of thm-iil: t3.e deco- 

rative elements that can be seen today were placed in 1923-1930. Wept  for the Pro- 

pylo that belongs to the First Building Phase. 

4.4 Structural System 

Load bearing walls that support flat slabs through horizontal beams is the bask struc- 

tural concept. h lr gmund storey oniy, ttiz long corridors still retain the original 

vaulting system reinforced by arches. The arches subdivide the corridors in smaller 

parts. In  the comrs, where tfte wrdts of two amkhrs we met perpendicuwy, ms 
vaults are formed (015,043). Vaults of the so-called "Knappen* system cover the hall in 

front of the main staircase (041) and the Wa bathrooms flanldng the staircase (051, 

053). In the rest of the rooms of the ground storey and in the first and second storeys, 

the beams are smaH (appmximatety lOOmm width by 200mm height) and very densely 
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placed one to the other (appro>dmatefy every 350450rnm). Except for the w&em wjng 

(rooms 017 to 025,116-117 and210) where the beams are bigger and placed in pairs. 

I n  the third storey the beams are big (350mm wide by 500mm high) and have triangular 

supporting ends. They are placed far from one another (appmximately every 3 meters). 

The beams do not &end to the cwridors; this applies fbr all csnidors of di stureys 

except for the eastern part of the northern corridor in the first storey. 

There are no columns in the building; except from the centtd wing of the ground sto- 

rey, divided into two parts through a slab. 

4.4.1 Building Materials 

The main building materials are: stones for the exterior and interior bearing walls; 

bricks for the interior division walls; bricks also for the vaults; concrete for the slabs and 

beams of all than the ground floor ceilings; concrete also for the steps of the two lec- 

ture rooms; Marble for the two staircases and the Propylo; wood for all the exterior and 

interior doors and windows; cast iron for the baiustrades of the staircases and the three 

different type seats of the lecture rooms. All the exterior and interior wall swfaces are 

plastered. Cornices and other decorative elements have been constructed with the 

mthodofthe"tFaceda@wterwterOnlythreeroomsonthefirstStoreyttMtusedtok 

professors' offices -named in the plans as rooms 138, 139, 140 have decorative "pas- 

samentos", painted imitations of dark brown marble. These rooms and another Profes- 

sofs room of the Second Storey -room 234- have stucco decorations on the ceiiings or 

in zones M o w  the ceiling with Greek Border or flower motifk Most of the floors are of 

the "granito" type except for some of the floors of the Ground Storey that have cement 

tiles. Many of the floors are cwered with linoleum tiles over the "granito" floor. 

The absence of any marble parts in the facade -other than the Propylo that is- of any 

wooden f ldng,  of any wooden w i n g  or more stucco elements for the interior deco- 

ration, as it has been the case for the main building of the university is a clear indica- 

tion of the prominent utilitarian character of the building. It is atso another characteris- 

tic of Zilter's work who prefers economic than expensive solutions and uses on purpose 

plastered pifasters and offen white painted ceramic demerits such as bat-, capi- 

tals, decorative edge-tiles-meant to imitate the respective marble parts. 

4.4.2 Interior Decoration 

It cannot be absolutely sure whether such decoration was also missing from the building 

as before the fire of 1911. Yet, it is considered that in reality .this has been the case. 

The two section drawings Fig. 06 and especially Fig. 03 show an elaborate decoration 

for the main ampbiiabe: The two-storey room is divided in two parts, the lower one 

is divided in stripes creating an imposing base for the upper one which is arranged in 

surfaces swrounded by Corinthian pilasters. There are even m e  niches decorated with 

statues! 
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Even i f  this was actually the decoration of the amphitheatre In its first phase, the utili- 

tarian character of the building in total and its modesty already since it was built is con- 

sidered most possible. The photographs of the interior of the rooms as in the 1920s are 

a proof about that. But the modesty of the building is also being underlined by Anasta- 

sios Chrjstxmanos who comments: "... The only mame parts that someone can see are 

found in the Propylo and the staircase. Everywhere dominates absolute frugality". Then 

he gives a very detailed description of the amphitheatre but makes no mention to any 

possible decoration, focusing on the number of the students that can fit in the m m .  At 

some point of he speech he concludes that the materials of the floors and the dam 

ought to be better.29 

4.5 Movable and Unmovable Equipment 

If the building is and has always been poor in luxurious building materials or decorative 

demerits, the same does not apply for the equipment of the chemikal and the physical 

laboratories. 

As far as the physics department is concerned, its instruments coilection grew very bq 

especially aRer the Convention of Versailles was signed and a certain amount of money 

that was to be paid to Greece by Gemany was instead "paid" in the form of phvsjcs' 

equipment produced in Germany. 

The photographs from the 1920s also prove that the Chemistry Laboratories were al- 

ready at that time equipped with experiment workbenches and devices for the removal 

of the produced gases. The layout of the rooms appears very similar to the respective 

rooms of the laboratories of the Institute of Chemistry in Graz -as it can be judged from 

the photographs of the same period. It is quite possible that some of this equipment 

was replaced in the 1950s-1960s. This is said because not all of the equipment appear- 

ing in the photographs of the 1920s can be found in W building today; it is atso said 

because in the 1950s-1960s ihe Institute of Chemistry of Graz was as welt refurbished 

and the furniture of that time so much resemble the ones that are still found in the Old 

Chimio today. 

Speech of Anastasios Christornanos (#am 983, Athens, January 1888) included in the 

volume "AOrOZ TEQPTIOY KAPAMHTn, i7PYTANEBr TOY EeNZKOY i7ANEnZETHMIOY 

M T A  TO AKALLHMA~KON ET01  1886-1887. (SPEECHES GEORGZOU KARAMZTSA, DEAN 

OF THE NA770NAL UNIVERSITY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1886-1887). p.204-209 
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As already mentioned, one of the tasks of this thesis was to record all the remarkable 

Unmovable Equipment of the bui~bing so that an inventory could be set up. This equip- 

ment is referred in this study as "Unmovable" Equipment to distinguish from the Mov- 

able one-that is all instruments and devices of -usually but not always- relatively small 

dimensions that are currently being registered by a team under the authority of the min- 

istry of Culture. I n  reality the term "Unmovable" is used in a broad sense, for, at times 

some of this "Unmovable" Equipment like the Display Cases for example, despite their 

bulky dimensions can be actually moved. 

The preliminary Inventory of the Unmovable Equipment produced includes: 

1. Doors: 17 different types (15 Interior doors, 2 Exterior Doors). (Drw-05) 

2. Cast Iron Seats: 3 different types. (Drw-06) 

3. Wooden Tables: 3 different types and one Bookstand (Drw-07) 

4. Display Cases and Book Cases: nine different types (Drw-08) 

5. Workbenches for experiments: three different types. (Drw-09) 

4.6 Protection of the monument 

The safeguard of such an academic institution that still preserves in place much of its 

equipment together with a very fascinating atmosphere refers to that area of Conserva- 

tion, where, similarly to Industrial Archaeology this equipment is considered equally 

important with the edifice itself, as a testimony for the evolution of sciences. 

In fact, in recent years there has been an increased interest for the protection of the 

monuments of the technical civilization; the equipment and the scientific instruments 

are considered extremely important for the History of Sciences and Technology. It has 

been within this framework that the ministry of culture decided the registration and 

documentation of the movable equipment and the instruments of the Old Chimio. 

4.6.1 Listed rooms 

According to the 0.E.K. 4718' - 28/01/98~~, the Old Chimio and all of its equipment are 

classified as monuments to be preserved. I n  addition to that, some rooms in particular 

are listed to be preserved in situ: 

In the Ground Storey: 

1. The rooms of the western part of the southern wing where still lie all the com- 

ponents and installations of the radio station that used to transmit during the 

war times. Rooms 045,046,047,048,049,050. 

2. The lecture room in the eastern part of the southern wing. Room 054. 

In  the First Storey: 

0 . E . K  edition of the newspaper of the  Government 
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Type 01 (Room 054) 

Type 02 (Room 21 5)  
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Type 03 (Room 301) 
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1. The rooms of the eastern part of the southern wing where the office of profes- 

sor Zeggelis used to be. kooms 138,139,140 

2. The western wing. Room 117 

In the Second Storey: 

1. The western wing where the chemical laboratory used to be together with the 

workbenches. Room 210 , 
2. The central wing where the main lecture room still is. Room 215 

4.6.2 Proposal that more rooms be listed in situ 

Because of their aesthetical and/or historical value three more rooms is considered that 

should be listed in situ: 

1. Rooms 009 and 010. In the eastern part of the northern wing in the ground 

storey, the so-called mihanourgio, a turnery-workshop, is equipped with lathes 

and other machines and tools for the maintenance and repair of the instru- 

ments of the Chimio. Such a room would be anyway necessary as the mainte- 

nance unity of the museum; the layout of this workshop and its existing deco- 

ration make it worth to be preserved as it is. 

2. Rooms 233 and 234. In  the western part of the southern wing in the second 

storey, room 233, used to house the office of a professor and adjacent to the 

office was his personal laboratory room 234. (See photograph 'Old Chimio Fig. 

6). This is the only such layout (office + personal laboratory one next to the 

other) remaining in the building. Moreover than that, room 233 is one of the 

very few rooms -the only one in this storey- with a stucco decorative zone just 

behind the ceiling. 

3. Rooms 314 and 320. The western and eastern wings of the third storey are 

equipped with more recent work-benches that could however be preserved to 

ensure that different types of work benches referring to different periods are all 

present in the Museum. 
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Actual Situation Fig 01: Room 009 . Actual Situation Fig 02: Room 009 t N  

Actual Situation Fig 03: Room 054 &N Actual Situation Fig 04: Room 054 ?N 

Actual Situation Fig 06: Room 117 ?N 

Actual Situation Fig 08: Room 210 Actual Situation Fig 07: Room 210 + N 
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Actual Situation Fig 15: Room 23;r t N  

Actual Situation Fig Y l: Room 215 t N  Actual Situation Fig 1 2  Room LI 3 t N  

~II=I Situation Fig 14: Room 215 + N 

Actual Situation Fig 16: Room 234 t N  
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Actual Situation Fig 19: Room 320 'h3 Actual Situation Fig 

tual Situation t ~ g  r;r: mm 43 

I 
Actual Situatbn Fig 21: Room 335 t N  

1 

Actual Situation 
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4.7 Actual State of Conservation 

The building does not appear to suffer major mechanical damages or stability problems. 

Decay due to natural factors and malfunctions (e.g. water penetration) and filth are 

however most evident. Yet a more thorough inspection of the building in collaboration 

with a civil engineer would be required in a next stage 

4.7.1 Exterior 

The three facades that can be visible from the street have all been impaired by perfora- 

tion that preceded the placement of air conditioning devices below the sills of or on the 

windows. 

The southern -main- and the eastern fagides suffer minor detachments of the plastered 

surfaces; more extended in the lower part -base- of the building more exposed to hu- 

midity as a result of the adjacency to the ground. Whereas the plaster of the western 

facade has been completely removed to prevent any accident by the loose and cracked 

plastered surfaces after the earthquake of 1999. The projecting cornice separating the 

third Storey from the rest of the building is also flaking. 

Actual Situation Fig 24: West Part of Southern Fapde 

Actual Situation Fig 2 4  Lower Part of Eastern Fapde 

Actual Situation Fig Western Faqde 

Writings, some painting -that attempts to hide the writings- and some accumulation of 

filth visually impair the marble parts of the Propylo, that are for the rest in a good state 

of conservation. 
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The stone fences defining the two parterres that flank the exterior staircase are in good 

condition whereas some parts of the iron railing on the top of the stonewall are bended 

andior rusted. As for the parterres themselves are currently completely neglected. The 

existing seats are broken. They are also hidden by overgrown vegetation and so are 

parts of the far;ade. 

The doors and the windows are in relatively good condition. 

Actual Situation Fig 30: Part of the Western Facade 

Actual Situation Fig 31: Detail of the base of the Column Actual Situation Fig 32: Massif Imn Railing of the Fence 
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4.7.2 interior 

The general impression of the inbrjor is that of complete neglect and accumulation of 

layers d filth. Srna1Ier and bQger vertical and MmnW tubes and Wres hanging ail 
over the cmidors, writings on the walls and sptchr's web create a feeling of curVwIon 

and add to the general atmmphe~ d degeneration. 

Water penetration through the small brace over the PmpyI~ h;as created Rumldtty 

problems spclaliy in the space of the main staircm Parts of the ptdstered surfaces of 
the walls in this a m  are already or will soon be detached. The rat of the plastered 

surfaces in the htWw are in relatively good condition. 

Aaual Situation Fog 33: Main % i r e  (R041 ji + N 

Actual Situation Fig 35: Main Staircase (towards R100) h 

Actual Situation Fig 3 6  Main Staircase (R128) cN Actual Situation Fig 37: Main Staircase (R128 to WOO) t N  
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The "granito" floors are all in very bad state. They have been worn out, and small stone 

pieces are missing. Most important, big surfaces have been perforated to allow far tubes 

to pass through so that cement patches can be seen here and there. In several rooms 

these patches are hidden below plastic tiles that create an ugly impression, worse even, 

when parts of the plastic tiles are worn out or missing. The cement-tile floors preserved 

in only a few of the rooms, present minor damages. 

False roofs, extremely deteriorated, hide the ceilings in most of the rooms of the First 

Storey. 

The steps of the marble staircase are worn out -especially in the middle of their length. 

The handrail composed of elaborate cast iron balustrades and a wooden handle, is miss- 

ing some elements, yet it appears absolutely stable. The inclined beams that connect 

the concrete beams of the ceilings of the first and ground storeys with respective beams 

of the ceilings of the southern landings of the main staircase have significantly altered 

and visually impaired the side views of the flights. What used to be a very fine self- 

bearing staircase composed of whole marble parts incastrated one into the other is now 

a very heavy structure. 

The wooden doors and windows are in relatively good condition. Some are broken or 

have missing parts such as handles, lockers or glasses and wooden panels. 
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Perspective Sectjon of the Main Staircase 
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Main Staircase. Perspective View of the flights connecting the Entrance Landing 
with the Ground and the First Storey 
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Main Staircase. Perspective View of the flights connecting the First Mezzanine 
with the First and the Second Storey 
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Main Staircase. Perspective View of the flights connecting the Second Mezzanine 
with the Second and the Third Storey 
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5.1 Synthesis 

Before proceeding to the elaboration of a global plan of Conservation a synthesis of the 

results of the historical, urban, architectural and technical analysis is necessary. 

5.1.1 Evaluation of the building as in its current state 

The proportions of the fagades totally changed when the Second and the Third Storey 

were added. However they were thereafter organized in a composition that brings sev- 

eral neoclassical features and is considered successthl although slightly less elegant. In 

the current state disturbing elements spoiling 

conditioning devices and the detached plastered 

surfaces. 

The plans in all stories follow the general layout 

as indicated in the drawings designed by Ziller. 

Modifications from later building phases mostly 

regard the subdivision in smaller rooms to ac- 

commodate more activities. 

The two courtyards are among the features of the 

building that have been more seriously affected 

by the addition of the Second and then the Third 

Storey. These two stories obviously increased the 

height a lot and subsequently, totally changed the 

proportions of the courtyards converting them 

into what more resembles airshafts. Moreover 

than that, the presence of the pipes in several 

casual positions, the different colorations, the 

rubbish and some growing plants have so much 

decreased the quality of these spaces and con- 

tributed to a dramatically miserable atmosphere. 

The two constructions in the western cowtyard 

with very small historical and absolutely no aes- 

thetic value additionally reduce its quality. 

The formerly very elegant self-bearing flights of 

the main staircase are very much spoiled by the 

incllned beams. 

The three lechire rooms are equipped with mar- 

velous cast iron and wood seat preserved in a 

rather good condition. The aesthetical value of 

the facades are mainly the air- 

Actual Situation Fig 39: Eastern Courtyard 

the main lecture room in particular is however Actual Situation ~ i g  40. Eastern Courtyard 
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very much affected by the very poor quality of the materials of the floor, the alteration 

of the size of the windows as seeh from inside, the absence of absolutely any decorative 

elements. 

5.2 The values of the Building 

The Architectural value of the Old Chimio is undeniable, for it is an example -perhaps 

the only one in Greece- of a paqicular building type designed on respective European 

standards. It is also a very interesting case study of a Neoclassical composition of the 

1890s that evolved through time to reach its final aspect in the 1930s though the re- 

interpretation of the neoclassical "vocabulary" according to the aesthetical standards as 

defined by that time (e.g. the use of the double height pilasters that succeed to unify 

the fasades and emphasize the vertical dimension). The fact that it is associated with 

Ernst Ziller increases its value as a source of architectural information related with the 

study of the work of this popular Architect. 

Related with significant historical moments of the country, and bearing various building 

phases indicated by different structural systems, it has no doubt increased Historical 

Value. More over than that it still contains an invaluable source of historical evidence: a 

"templeu of the Natural Sciences where a lot of testimony as to the development of 

Chemistry and Physics in Greece can still be found. Walking around the -sometimes 

overloaded- rooms is a magnificent experience for the architect, the chemist but also 

the non expert: like in a time machine, all of them will enjoy the fascinating atmosphere 

of a chemical laboratory with the working benches and the shelves full of devices for 

experiments and dusty vases of so many different shapes. The display cases full of 

thousands of bigger or smaller instruments showing the evolution of physics will cer- 

tainly attract the attention of any visitor as well. As for the cast iron and wooden 

benches, no one would resist sitting on their hard and uncomfortable surface to pretend 

he is attending a lecture as in the 1920s, from the same position where some, famous 

now, physicist or chemist would have sat. All the image, the information, the reference 

is still there, offering an opportunity for an immediate experience of the period of the 

last 100 years, during which these sciences were born and developed in Greece. 

The Environmental value of the Chimio refers to the interaction with its surroundings. 

Standing as a very sad and miserable Landmark on Solonos Street, its reintegration into 

the life of the city would certainly contribute to the revitalization of its immediate sur- 

roundings. 

As value of Use is meant the indisputable opportunity to reuse 4000 m2 that lie at the 

moment neglected and "forgotten". 

5.3 The Choice of the New Use 

"me Consewation of monuments is always facilitated by makfig use of them f i r  some 

socially useh1 purpose. Such use is theretbre desirable but it must not change the lay- 
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out or decoration of the bui/ding. I t  is wiWn h%?Se limib on& that mo~cations de- 

manded by a change of firnction shou/d be env/saged and may be pemifted":31 

What is an urgent need today is the reintegration of the building into actual life, so that 

further deterioration can be avoided, conservation can be ensured and a socially useful 

purpose can be fulfilled. Any new use that would contribute to the continuation of the 

being of the monument and would require minor interventions as far as the existing 

layout is concerned is theoretically welcome. Nevertheless, in this process of elaboration 

of alternative scenarios, the initial use of the building, the function it was originally 

planned to serve, should be seriously taken into account as a definitive parameter. 

The Old Chimio is a property of the Kapodistrian University of Athens. As such, more 

than one Departments of the University have shown during the past few years an in- 

creased interest as to the revalorization and the reuse of the building for their own pur- 

poses. 

This on one hand is good, for it proves the acknowledgment of the "prestige" of a 

particular Historic Building. It is also an indication of a socially amplified -but at times 

also rather superficial- sense of appreciation towards the aesthetical values of the 

Historical -broadly mentioned as Neoclassical- Buildings in generaLa On the other hand 

however this "revendicationn among the different interested parts has prevented the 

actual implementation of any plan of conservation. 

It is not the object of this thesis to say which Department of the University has more 

rights than the other to use the building. Yet, it seems quite reasonable that an edifice 

that has been originally designed for, and throughout more than 100 years has been 

associated with, the Departments of Chemistry and Physics, all of a sudden shifts to the 

administration of the school of Law for example. This is also a matter of "collective 

memoryn which should be taken into consideration; it seems fair enough that the Old 

Chimio -as its name suggests- should better be also in the future linked, at least con- 

ceptually, with an activity that has something to do with the Natural Sciences. 

5.3.1 The Contemporary Debate going on 

Two projects regarding the rehabilitation of the Old Chimio have come to our attention: 

31 INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FOR THE CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF 

MONUMENTS: ARTICLE 5. ICOMOS - 1966 

" The historical buildings in Greece are generally recognized as "Neoclassical" by the 

broad public; even if  they belong to other than this period or bring decorative elements 

that refer to other architectural styles, such as eclecticist, arts-nouveaux etc. While so 

many of these buildings were demolished in the 1950s-1970s, during the last thirty 

years the sensibility for their safeguard is growing always bigger. Several of them - 
both of major and miner scale andlor importance- have been renovated and restored - 
not always very successfully though- to accommodate new activities. This tendency - 
or maybe trend (?)- is certainly being enhanced but at the same time also enhances 

the improvement of the aesthetical criterion of the people. 
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Project 1: entitled "Restoration of the Old Chimio and Conversion of the Space into Li- 

brary". Submitted in 1994 by thearchitectural team: Bogakos, Kourmouli, Raptis, Pan- 

dazis OE. Advisor: P. Kalligas 

Project 2: entitled 'Modification and Adjustment of the Existing Project of the Old 

Chimio". Submitted in 1997 by the same architectural team and advisor M. Tillianakis. 

Project 1 completely ignored any remnant of history inside the building and met the 
l 

strong opposition of the "Society of the Friends of the Museum of Natural Sciences" who 

then applied for the listing of the building and its equipment; which indeed happened 

and certain rooms were classified in situ. 

Project 2 was in reality a revised version of Project 1 that took into consideration the 

new facts as far as the Preserved in Situ Rooms are concerned. The technical report 

accompanying the drawings33 refers to the "conversion of the Old Chimio into a Museum 

of the History of Natural Sciences and Technology and the creation of space for the 

needs of the Central Library of the University of Athens. What seems, an attempt to 

satisfy both the two parts -the society of the friends of the Museum of Natural Sciences 

and Technology and the those arguing for the conversion of the Chimio into the central 

library- is the result of the restrictions of the ministry of culture that has listed in Situ at 

least one room in each different floor. It is evident in this project that the dominating 

function in the Ground, First and Second Stories, is the one of the Central Library. In 

the ground Storey, the rooms where the installations of the radio station are set, and 

the small lecture room are preserved; the majority of the rest of the rooms are unified 

to allow big reading rooms to be created. The same applies for the First and Second 

Stories where, the Main Lecture room, the Chemical Laboratory and the Professor's of- 

fice are preserved while most of the division walls are demolished so that big spaces can 

better serve as reading rooms. The Third Story is aimed to serve as the Museum of 

Natural Sciences and Technology. It appears on the drawings with big unified rooms - 
two in each of the Northern and Southern Wings and one in each of Eastern and West- 

ern Wings. The idea behind these big rooms is that since there is no museolographical 

study at the moment, whenever this will be available the space will be adequately ar- 

ranged according to the proposed specifications. 

The above-described arrangement obviously slightly changes the original typology of 

the building - the smaller rooms are unified for instance- and creates a rather "strangen 

coexistence of quite different functions -Reading Roam, Room for Various Cultural Ac- 

tivities, and a Chemical Laboratory, one following the other in the Second Storey. The 

project also ignores any, other than the Listed in Situ, remarkable equipment of the 

building. Concluding, the idea is to create as much as possible space for the needs of 

the Library but -since it cannot be otherwise- preserve some remnants of the former 

use. 

33The drawings of the project have been kindly provided by Mr. M. Tillianakis 
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These comments should by no means be considered a critic to the architectural compo- 

sition or the authors of this composition, the architects are obviously only trying to fulfill 

the requirements as defined by the program of functions suggested by the University. 

The intention is to stress that the attempt to incorporate the two quite different uses 

into the same context is followed by disadvantages and harms the "personality" of the 

building. The main objection is that by integrating a library into the building, a lot of the 

valuable existing material will have to be removed. At the same time, by trying to fit 

together the two uses, not much chance is left for either a proDer Museum of Natural 

Sciences and Technology, or a prooer Central University Library to be set up. 

5.4 Elaboration of a Global Plan of Conservation. 

"Items of scu@ture, painting or decoration which rbm an integral part of a monument may only 

be removed from it if His is the sole means of ensut%ng their presemation. 

I t  is probably already clear that this study pays particular attention to the equipment of 

the old Chimio and considers this an indispensable parameter as far as the Restoration 

of the building is regarded. Although the above article from the charter of Venice mostly 

refers to decorative or artistic elements, it is used here to emphasize that similarly to 

items of sculpture, painting or decoration, the Unmovable Equipment of the Chimio con- 

stitutes an integral part of the monument; certainly any proposed removal of a big part 

of this equipment to new premises is not being suggested for the insurance of its pres- 

ervation. On the contrary, it is for granted that such removal will decrease much of the 

value of the equipment -both aesthetical but also as a source of historical evidence- 

that was meant to be in a particular setting, placed in a particular manner, lighted in a 

certain way. But it will also decrease much of the value of the edifice when deprived of 

its "soul"; not to mention the possibilities of loss, misplacement etc. 

5.5 Similar Case Studies 

It was among the aims of this study to investigate what has happened with the Chemi- 

cal Laboratories or Natural Sciences buildings of other Universities or Technical Schools 

in Europe. Whether these are still being used as such -and if so whether they have still 

maintained the equipment of previous periods, or whether they have been converted 

into museums where part of this equipment is among the exhibits or whether at the end 

they accommodate new uses that have nothing to do with the original ones. 

At the end, the answer to this question was possible only in two cases: 

The Old Chemistry Building of the University of Graz was renovated in the 1980s 

and a brand new modern building was erected just next to the old one. The Old Chemis- 

try Building got new equipment and is housing now laboratories, seminar rooms and 

3' INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FOR THE CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF 

MONUMENTS: ARTICLE 8. ICOMOS - 1966 
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offices of Analytical Chemistry and small parts of Inorganic Chemistry, Pharmaceutical 

Chemistry and Biochemistry. Thd old lecture rooms were removed; the new lecture 

rooms are now accommodated in the adjacent new building. "Unfortunately we kept no 

museum in the Old Chemistry building because there is too little space for such 

 room^.^ However the old equipment is document through a series of detailed photo- 

graphs. 

The Institute of  Natural ~cienke of the University of Berlin, Is now used as an 

institute for microbiology and hygiene of the University Hospital while part of it was 

converted into the Robert Koch Museum, because Robert Koch the discoverer of the 

tuberculosis-bacillus worked there until 1891. As can be seen in actual photographs of 

the building and if  compared to the relative section drawing, at least the decoration of 

the main lecture room remains still the same.36 

5.6 Options for  the New Use 

Two alternatives were considered in the phase of the elaboration of a Global plan of 

Conservation; these have in common that on one hand are linked with the Natural Sci- 

ences and on the other allow -or better say require the preservation of a big part of the 

existing equipment as one indispensable feature, "actively" integrated in the new activ- 

ity. More over than that, the actual layout of the building could effectively serve the 

needs of any of the two these activities with only minor interventions. 

1. The Chimio on Solonos Street could become again School of the Natural Sci- 

ences. A "branch" of the departments of Chemistry and Physics in the City Cen- 

ter that would function additionally as to the main buildings in the University 

Campus. There, some courses related with the History of Natural Sciences 

could be taught and certain experiments that require the specific old equipment 

could take place. In this case some rooms could perhaps be equipped with con- 

temporary instruments and devices. 

2. Use the Building as a Museum of Natural Sciences and Technology, where 

educational activities can take place and certain courses from the school of 

Physics or Chemistry can be supported. 

The first alternative respects the initial use of the building. The second respects a big 

part of the actual installations inside the building; at the same time the educative role of 

the building is retained. The second alternative was selected as a more feasible one - 
since the distance between the University Campus and the City Center is quite long thus 

it might not be that convenient for students to move from one place to the other. 

3ii Dr Wolfgang Stadlbauer, Professor a t  the University of Graz, kindly offered the above 

information and several relative photographs through electronic mail. 

Mr Bernhard Kohlenbach kindly offered the  above information through electronic 

mail. 
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A similar approach has been adopted for other important institutions in the nearby area. 

The National Library is actually being converted into what will more resemble a library - 
museum addressed mainly to researchers; -there the oldest, most valuable collections 

will remain while the rest will be removed to new premises. The Eye Clinic is also actu- 

ally being remodeled to a relative museum. The School of Georgios Papadopoulos has 

already been rearranged to house the offices of professors emeritus. 

Yet the idea is that the Museum of Natural Sciences and Technology be addressed to a 

broad and not vety s~ecialized ~ubl ic that could not guarantee the success of the whole 

attempt. Therefore, schools could include visits to the Old Chimio for young pupils to 

attend experiments and the academic program of the faculties of the Natural Sciences 

should require that certain courses be taught there. On the other hand and in order to 

make the Museum more attractive and ensure its liveliness, complementary activities are 

proposed to be housed in its premises. As such are considered the creation of a special- 

ized and up-to date bookshop related to the Natural Sciences; the existence of an at- 

tractive caf4 where the students of the adjacent New Chimio or the School of Law -and 

of course not only them - could meet; the organization of temporal exhibitions and other 

events in the atriums on a regular basis; the hosting of conferences and other meetings 

in the main lecture room. 
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6. THE MUSEUM OF NATURAL S C I E ~ C E S  AND TECHNOLOGY 

6.1 Background 

The notion of Heritage nowadays equally applies and includes non-material sectors such 

as music, cinema, languages etc. In  this framework the chemical Heritage or the Natural 

Sciences Heritage may also be considered worth to be preserved. 

6. l. 1 The Chemical Heritage 

As far as the Preservation of the Chemical Heritage is concerned, there seems to be an 

interest about it in international level: 

"Preserving this rich history and celebrating the men and women who bestowed this 

brilliant legacy on us all, and educating future generations" is among the aims of the 

Chemical Heritage Foundation; an organization created to "serve the community of the 

chemical and molecular sciences and the wider public by treasuting the past, educating 

the present, and inspiring the future"." 

The preservation of the equipment of the Old Chimio in its original context is no doubt a 

way of safeguarding valuable information regarding the history of Chemistry in Greece. 

6.1.2 History of the Museum of Natural Sciences and Technology 

The Museum of Natural sciences and Technology was set up already in 1838 under the 

name 'Instruments Fund". In 1996 the Council of the University approved the estab- 

lishment of the Museum, yet many of its exhibits already existed as a Collection of In- 

struments since the 1850s. The museum is housed at the moment in the premises of the 

Old Chimio, in the sense that all the movable and unmovable equipment that can be 

found there is considered property of the museum. However the museum is not open to 

the public or the students since there is not the necessary adequate infrastructure. Thus 

the Old Chimio is at the moment the Museum's "Conservatory: "The Task of the Mu- 

seum is to present to the society the achievements of the various sectors of the Natural 

Sciences and Technology through exhibitions and "touch on" installations" and "accom- 

plish an important role educating young people in technological and natural sciences 

issues, additionally as to the education provided at schools and other institutions of the 

country".38 

6.1.3 The Museum of Arts e t  Metiers in Paris 

The Museum of Arts et Metiers in Paris was examined as a case study that presents 

similarities as far as the concept -of the Museum of Technological Innovations- 
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Educative Conservatory- but also quite a few of the ' exhibits and the display cases are concerned. 

Abbe Gregoire formed in Paris in 1794, under the 

name Conservatoire des Arts et M&ers, a depository 

for machines, models, tools, drawings, descriptions 

and books in the areas of the arts and trades: The 

' reason behind this initiative is that "he wanted to 

unite knowledge in the technical fields and put to- 

1 gether a three dimensional encyclopedia that would 

1 serve as a model, a reference and an incentive to 

-1 inventors, researchers and curious people of all so- 

cial ~tandings."~ The museum was closed for reno- 

vation in the early 1990s to allow for a better p m -  

entation of the exhibits and was reopened in 1995. 

At the moment only 2000 out of 8000 objects are 

actually on display! 

6.2 Main Tasks and Principals of the Conservation Project 

6.2.1 Tasks 

The Conservation Project develops on the basis of the arrangement of the space that 

will house and efficiently serve the first and only Museum of Natural Sciences and Tech- 

nology in Greece. I t  has been a great fortune that a collection of so many difkrent in- 

struments, devices and installations from different periods has survived. It is thus con- 

sidered so reasonable that the University should take profit of it and use it in the direc- 

tion of educating future generations by supporting the attempt and supplying the ap- 

propriate means and funds. I t  is also considered a feasible perspective that the manu- 

facturers of some of these instruments -firms like SIEMENS, AEG etc- would be willing 

to sponsor such an effort, if they were aware of the existence of these object, for their 

collective and historical value. 

Given the agreement of the University and the reassurance of the necessary funds a 

museographical study should be put forward thereafter. 

In the current stage, the thesis deals on one hand with the general arrangement of the 

rooms through the composition of a preliminary program of functions -which would 

probably need to be revised once the museographical study would be ready. On the 

MusCe des "Arts et Mkfiers", special issue of "Connaissance des Arts" 
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other hand it discusses the restoration of the building itself, that is the restitution to its 

original form as finalized in 1926. ' 

6.2 .2  Aims and Principals 

Among the primary aims of the project is to reveal all of the qualities and values of the 

building respecting its original layout and concept. The idea is not to return to some 

particular building phase but keep them all and let them visible, for they all represent 

the material evidence of the history of the Old Chimio; any traces indicating the exis- 

tence of former phases should also be preserved (the holes of the balustrade on the 

marble stairs where the second floor used to finish for instance). 

Another aim is to recreate the atmosphere of the past inside the rooms using as much 

as possible of the existing furnishing still found in the building and taking into consid- 

eration the old photographs. 

The "roughn character of the building is also to be preserved. The lack of any luxurious 

building materials -other than the marble staircase and the marbles of the Propylw and 

the absence of any decorative elements in the interior lead to a similar approach in the 

stage of the proposed building materials where replacements or modifications are sug- 

gested. Correct coloring is also one of the major concerns. 

Demolitions are proposed where a latter building phase has altered the layout -and sub- 

sequently the concept- of a former phase (e.g. the division walls of the western wing of 

the Ground Storey). They are also proposed for the disturbing constructions inside the 

western courtyard. 

Features of the building that have been more seriously affected as a result of the differ- 

ent building phases or by the implementation of specific constructive solutions (e.g. 

courtyards and main staircase) is proposed that they be reconstituted to their original 

proportions and form. 

6.3 Plans: General description of the  distribution of uses 

A set of drawings was composed showing the proposed distribution of uses as defined in 

the Draft of the Program of Functions. 

Ground Storey: In  the western part of the southern wing of the ground storey (Rooms 

045-050) can be still found the equipment and installations of the radio station that al- 

lowed the communication with the Greek troops during the military expedition in minor 

Asia in 1922 and that was secretly in function during the Second World War. Apparently 

this equipment has exceptional historical value and should be preserved and exhibited 

as such. The western and the eastern wings are reserved for exhibition rooms. The 

western part of the northern wing is used for book keeping. The eastern rooms of the 

northern wing are actually equipped with all the necessary machines and tools for the 

maintenance and repair of instruments of the museum and are maintained with the 

same function. A small lecture room occupies the eastern part of the southern wing; this 
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Plan 
Ground Storey 

Zoning 

Scale 1 I250 
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Zoning 

Scale 11250 
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Second Storey 

Zoning 

Scale 1 /250 
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Third Storey 

Zoning 

Scale 1 I250 
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is also maintained. The central wing is used for recreation purposes, what was above 

described as the incorporation of "other activities to ensure the liveliness of the pro- 

ject". Therefore an attractive cafd and a multimedia center are planned in the central 

Rooms 028 -032 extending also to the flanking atriums. 

First Storey: The western wing and the western part of the northern wing (rooms 101, 

102, 116-117 are used as exhibition rooms for instruments and devices. The eastern 

part of the northern wing (rooms 107, 108,109 unified into room 107) are exhibition 

rooms displaying the history of the building The Eastern wing, (rooms 121-122 and 

123-124) exhibition, a tribute to Ernst Ziller's work in Greece. The eastern part of the 

southern wing (rooms 138, 139, 140) listed in situ, is presened as it is; all the decora- 

tion of professor's office is maintained and so are the reading rooms preceding it. The 

western part of the southern wing is used for administration purposes. The rooms below 

the main lecture room (rooms 118, 119) are unified to house the specialized bookshop. 

Second Storey: All the rooms in the Second Storey are Used for Exhibiting except for 

the central Main Lecture Room intended to serve lectures from different departments of 

the University but also host scientific and other conferences and meetings. In particular 

Rooms 210 (listed in Situ), 223 -226 and 233-236 are maintained as an "ensample" 

comprising in a raw a chemical laboratory, preparatory rooms and a professor's office 

with the adjacent personal laboratory. 

Third Storey: The eastern room of the northern wing is used as it is, as another lecture 

room preceded by a preparatory room and a room for the keeping substances. (Rooms 

301-303). The western wing (Room 314), the eastern wing (Room 320), the eastern 

part of the northern wing (Room 307) and the eastern part of the southern wing (Room 

334-336) are used as exhibition rooms where the display means are the actual work- 

benches and where also experiments can take place. The western rooms of the southern 

wing (Rooms 328-331) are furnished with display cases existing in the building. The 

central wing is unified to allow for a spacious reading room to be created. 

6.3.1 Access and Circulation 

Access is possible through the main entrance on Solonos Street and the secondary en- 

trance on Mavromihali Street. Horizontal circulation is possible through the existing cor- 

ridors as in the actual layout of the plans. An elevator, situated in the central part of the 

northern wing, facilitates the vertical circulation complementary as to the two stair- 

cases. 

6.3.2 Main Staircase 

To recuperate the initial elegance of the self-bearing staircase the removal of the in- 

clined beams would be necessary. This is proposed with a certain reservation, for it was 

not possible at the end to ensure that such removal would be acceptable from a struc- 

tural-stability point of view. Yet it should be seriously considered. 
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6.3.3 Exhibition Rooms 

Three different ways of exhibiting are 

being suggested on the basis of the dis- 

play 

means used. 

In  the long rooms where work- 

benches are maintained, the 

exhibits are placed on them, al- 

lowing at times also for experi- 

ments to take place. 

I n  the rest of the rooms, the 

objects are placed in display 

cases, in drawers or on tables - 
all display cases, drawers and 

tables that can be found today 

in the building. 

Additional display material such 

as modern exhibition panels, 

touch screens and information 

kiosks are also proposed that be 

used. 

6.3.4 Lecture Rooms 

In the current state of the building three 

lecture rooms are available, one in each 

storey -given that the main lecture room 

in the central wing occupies two stories. 

All three of them are maintained so that 

theoretical teaching can take place in 

any of the stories. 

The lecture room in the western part of the southern wing (Room 054) is maintained as 

it is. The missing or broken wooden parts of the seats are replaced and so is the long 

table in front of the seats. The cement tiles are preserved and restored where missing. 

The plaster of the walls is removed, reapplied and painted. 

The Main Lecture Room is considered that will also serve for conferences and official 

Lectures of the University -by important guest professors or in special occasions. As it 

has been already mentioned, the main lecture room was meant to bring several decora- 

tive elements -as the respective section drawing suggests (Fig...). Yet it is not known 

whether it was actually decorated or not. We suppose that it was not, but even if it was 

for the first twenty years of its life -and then it was in another position anyway (Ground 
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and First Storey)- it was not for the rest 80 years. Therefore the initial consideration in 

the course of the project to restitute a more elaborate character for the main amphi- 

theatre was later on abandoned. Also -and mainly- because such an approach would 

result in a rather striking and odd impression compared to the very sober character of 

the rest of the building. 

Yet certain ameliorations are proposed: 

The concrete steps are covered with wooden planks to allow for a cleaner and more 

attractive final surface. The initial height of the room is restituted through the removal 

of the intermediate ceiling. In  this way the concrete beams will be visible again. The 

wooden frames that surround the windows in the interior -used as guides for the shad- 

ers- are removed so that the original dimension of the windows is restituted. Another 

shading system is proposed. The lamps with adjustable hanging chains so that their 

height can change, are being repaired and reused. For the rest, the missing or broken 

wooden parts of the seats are repaired. 

Room 301 in the third storey is also used for theoretical teaching. Remains as it is with 

the cast iron and wooden seats and the teaching table. 

6.3.5 Library - Reading Rooms 

The Museum of Natural Sciences and Technology owns about 20000 books. Some of 

them are kept in bookcases in the listed in situ rooms of the eastern part of the western 

wing of the first storey (rooms 138, 139) the rest are at the moment spread in several 

rooms of the building. The project suggests that the Museum disposes of a proper li- 

brary that will be continuously updated and enriched with editions related with natural 

sciences and technology. Thus it is proposed that specific rooms are reserved for the 

needs of this library. 

Rooms 138 and 139 are preserved as they currently are for books to be kept and read. 

Additionally to them, the rooms of the western part of the northern wing in the ground 

storey are considered the most adequate ones for the books to be kept, for they are 

quite dark and are placed in the lowest level of the building -therefore can bear extra 

weight. As for the rooms that would be most suitable as reading rooms two options 

were considered: 

The central wing of the ground storey would make an adequate reading room because 

of its vicinity with the proposed keep-books rooms and its adjacency to the courtyard - 
the readers would have the possibility to "extend" to the court i f  they would wish. 

The central wing of the third storey on the other hand, being the most quiet and the 

best naturally lighted one is considered as another alternative. 

6.3.6 Courtyards 

The project suggests the revalorization of the two atriums s o  typical for neoclassical 

architecture and so important for the particular building type- through a better ar- 
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rangement of the pipes, a thorough cleaning of the facades and removal of the plants. 

In the western courtyard the two small buildings are being demolished. It is proposed 

that the courts be covered with glass roofs -to allow natural lighting and ventilation- so 

that they can be used as reception or recreation spaces. Two dimrent alternatives were 

examined different as to the proposed height where the glass roof would be placed: 

1. The first option proposes that the glass roof is set on the top of the atriums. A 

staircase could then vertically connect all the four stories inside the atrium. 

2. The second option emphasizes on the restitution of the initial proportions of 

the courtyards and therefore suggests that the glass roof is positioned in the 

middle of their height. That is on the limits of the ceiling of the First Storey in- 

dicating what the initial height used to be. At the end, this second option was 

selected and implemented as more respectful to the original appearance of the 

atriums. 

The atriums will appear with a modern "touch" as far as the materials are concerned. 

6.4 Facades 

The correct coloring and reapplication of plaster on the facade should be of high prior- 

ity. Not much detail is given here. However the example of the restitution of the fa- 

cades of the German Archaeological Institute -another work by Ziller- is considered an 

exceptional example and a similar approach is suggested in this case. "All facade wall 

surfaces were smoothed with the trowel, pressed over and over again until a perfectly 

even surface was achieved. External surfaces were colored by spraying in two to three 

very fine layers, thus avoiding brush marks and reducing the risk of peeling* The 

whole facade appears in the same ochre color for all walls and decorative elements, 

" C.P. Mylonas, Architect "Restoration of the Facades of the German Archaeological 

Institute" (Art + Design 2011989 
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therefore only very light variations -of the same ochre color- between pilasters, cornices 

and walls should be allowed. 

6.4.1 The Garden and the Fence 

Removal of the overgrown vegetation and restitution of the seating benches aims to the 

revalorization of the parterres and their transformation into a more attractive reception 

space. 

6.5 Building Materials 

The general concept of the proposed repairs is that as much as possible of the original 

building material is kept. This rule is not applied in certain cases to avoid the danger of 

a patchwork like results. 

All the "granito" type floors are being replaced by new ones of the same type. To 

achieve an improved final appearance these are surrounded and subdivided by pieces of 

marble stripes. 

6.7 Urban Setting - The context 

b .  7.1 Accessibility issues 

Situated in the very center of Athens, the access to the building is facilitated by the 

presence of all types of public transport in very short distance -bus terminals on Aca- 

demias Street, bus stops on Ippokratws and Harilaou Trikoupi Streets, Metro station on 

Panepistimiou Street. More over than that, a multi-storey parking place is only two 

blocks away. 

In order to facilitate the auxiliary entrance from Mavromihali Street, it is proposed that 

the part corresponding to the Chimio -which has very law traffic anyway-, be pedes- 

trian. Disturbing elements such as rubbish bins, signs, stands defining parking space for 

the motorbikes are to be removed; So that in completion with the proposed arrange- 

ment in the garden, an enhanced perception of the building can be achieved from at 

least one corner. 

6.7.2 Revalorization of the Cultural Setting 

The Old Chimio constitutes one of the three Landmarks on Solonos Street; the other two 

are the Cultural Center of the Municipality of Athens and the School of Law -that is alt 

three of them related in a way or the other with educational purposes. Set in a context 

where cultural and youth activities have always been the most predominant ones, the 

revitalization of the monument, would certainly contribute to the revival and the up- 

grade of its immediate surroundings. It would also ensure the continuation of the "intel- 

lectual atmosphere" on this part of Solonos street where perhaps the densest concentra- 

tion in bookshops and publishing houses can still be found. 
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This study has certainly not been exhaustive; certain issues have not been examined in 

depth, either for lack of time or for lack of the appropriate means or even for lack of 

experience. Yet what has been attempted is a circular route meant to comprise all nec- 

essary steps for the thorough understanding of the building. 

1. Collection of the necessary material (through survey and archival sources) 

2. Analysis of the assembled material (historical, architectural, technical, urban) 

3. Synthesis, evaluation, conclusions 

What the thesis primarily aimed to prove is that the Old Chimio constitutes an important 

historical monument, testimony also of the evolution of the Natural Sciences in Greece. 

Then to stress the urgent necessity to safeguard this monument and prevent further 

deterioration that could eventually lead to complete destruction. Such a possibility would 

be extremely harmful not only for the loss of an important Ziller's work but also for the 

context of the building, for the Old Chimio with its small garden represents a pleasant 

"exception" in the raw of the 5-6 storeys cement blocks on Solonos Street. 

To ensure the safeguard of the monument, a new use has to be assigned to it. The 

most this new use will respect the personality of the building, its layout and its equip- 

ment, the better it will be. In this direction, the conservation project evolved, referring 

to the main principals and describing the general guidelines as to the reuse of the build- 

ing. Because of the size of the building, the choice was made to deal with general as- 

pects and handle the edifice as a whole instead of a more detailed approach that would 

concentrate in specific areas. Therefore technical aspects of the conservation project 

have not been studied in depth, which is considered a drawback and should by all 

means be dealt with in a next stage. 

As far as heritage is concerned, it has been a common practice in Greece -perhaps also 

in other countries- to destroy first or let be destroyed by non maintenance and exposure 

to continuous deterioration and then, when it is already too late, regret the loss and 

search for responsibilities. Hopefully the Old Chimio will have a better chance and sur- 

vive for the sake of future generations to have the opportunity to wonder around its 

fascinating rooms. 
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